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A Note from the Editor
My thoughts here are influenced by a shift: I can imagine we have 

finally stepped out of the waiting room of winter—out of a stubbornly 

cold, endless spring into the true warmth and vigour of early summer 

on Vancouver Island. I always welcome opportunities to look at the 

world from a renewed perspective—whether that opportunity comes 

about with the changing of a season that brings a whole new palette 

of colour to play, or because I have had the chance to experience and 

reflect on art created by others. 

This issue of Sea & Cedar is just such an opportunity for anyone 

who picks it up, full as it is with a multiplicity of talents and voices 

coming together. Writers publishing for the very first time—some for 

the first time in the English language—are mixed in among contest 

winners and writers published many times before. Fantasy, myth, and 

whimsy sit comfortably next to gritty realism in these pages. Linda 

Henningson’s bold, colourful artwork is a model for the excitement 

of looking at things in a new way, upending expectation, and invit-

ing others to do the same. We are proud to have her work bringing 

the cover of this issue to life. Kate Bridger’s pieces also have a lovely 

dream-like quality, suggesting as they do a quiet dismantling and 

piecing back together of familiar scenes and landscapes—now subtly 

altered, shifted, alluringly new.  In short, the artwork, poems, and 

stories curated here are guaranteed to open up different ways of 

experiencing and thinking about the world we live in. We hope you’re 

ready to dive in and embrace the chance to do just that.

• April Ripley



Along the Boardwalk by Kate Bridger
Fabric collage and freemotion stitching
8.5x18 in
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LINDA HENNINGSON is a Malcolm Island artist whose 
paintings have sold at the Toronto International Art Fair, 

New York City’s Affordable Art Fair, galleries in Vancouver and 
Toronto, and been featured on television stage sets.

S&C: Where are you 
located? Does your 
location influence your 
work?

LH: I live on Malcolm 
Island in the unceded 

territories of the ‘Namgis, Kwakiutl, and Mamalilikala Nations. 
The peace and quiet leads to great focus.

S&C: What medium do you prefer to work with and why?

LH: I use acyclic paint. I like the fast drying time so that I can 
quickly layer colours.

S&C: What does your creative space look like?

LH: My studio is a house on skids that was once used in logging 
camps. It has a cathedral ceiling, big windows and lots of space. 
It’s perfect.

S&C: How would you describe your style as an artist?

LH: My style of painting focuses on bold colour, pattern, shape 
and texture, painted in multiple layers. I’m not interested in 
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perspective and more interested in translating what I’m seeing 
into flat shapes. It’s a recognizable image but not in a tradition-
al way. 

S&C: Has the content and style of your artwork changed or 
developed over your artistic career? If so, how?

LH: The content is changing. For over a decade, I used as 
reference a series of tiny abstract 3x3 inch miniature paint-
ings. From these I created many, many larger paintings. Most 
of my paintings in this magazine were painted this way (I also 
included one of the miniatures). Currently I am moving away 
from abstraction to realism and storytelling.

S&C: Are there any other artists that influence you or that 
you particularly admire?

LH: I love the work of Njideka Akunyili Crosby, Andrew 
Cranston and Aubrey Levinthal, to name a few. I have a blog 
on my website www.lindahenningson.com where I post work 
from artists that blow my mind!

S&C: Do you have any new projects on the go that you are 
excited about?

LH: I’m excited about the new series of paintings I am work-
ing on and also painting really big. I’m keen to find new ven-
ues to show and people who are excited about what I do.

http:// www.lindahenningson.com


Yellow by Linda Henningson
Acrylic on paper
38x50 in



Send in the Nymphs by Kate Bridger
Fabric collage and freemotion stitching
9.5x13.34 in
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The Long View
Diane Massam

a. Alive inside

No-one wants to hear stories of old age,
 it is a secret only some of us are told.
But I will tell you,
     it is a wasp’s nest, folded over itself, opaque grey sheets,
 feather-light, but tough as words on paper.
It is alive inside with a million comings and goings,
 a spiral of noises, of kisses and loss, 
  and a deep sharp knowledge of little things,
   like the perfect irregularity of a poached egg.

Things are all fresh for a while then we notice, as a goldfish does,
 the castle always angles in the same direction,
 that waft of green is static, and the coloured stones are dull.
All action is encased, and the glass, opaque.

 b. Memories receding

 Memories receding become small white bones
        dry as themselves
         yielding neither meat nor marrow
          yet picked over still.
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 And my mind among them, a streetcar
   tirelessly running the same worn tracks
        with but one weary passenger
         longing for her stop.

   c. Running/life

   One foot other foot,
    snow crunches happily
      And distance just happens.
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Youth is an Absence
Diane Massam

You don’t know what it feels like
     to be young
       until you’re not
How can you know absence before it has form?
because it is an absence,
it is precisely
 all the things not known, all the things
  that haven’t happened yet, and the light is so clear,
   it has no weight, things
    fail to announce themselves,
   knees bend, eyes see, and water is exactly
  water and air is air
 and mornings are
  a tangled carelessness
   and all your people are just there,
    they are not yet

           lost

you cannot feel it, but it is tightly bent
 knees, and sudden
  moves, it is long linear angles,
you do not hear it but
 it makes a sharp sheer
  sound, it is a cutting edge, slicing
 time, and
everything is big
 against the moment,
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  a sudden gift, like sugar, like salt
you have so many faces
   not yet
    formed
How can you know what you really look like?
you do not even see the lack of space between your hand
 and the world,
  nor feel the simple and immutable
    definiteness 
     of your days.
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Blue Aerograms
Diane Massam

Our bodies were connected
through thin blue pages, folded over

just so
in accordance

with instructions
first the middle and then the sides

flown over miles with 
No Enclosures

and yet—

there are prints
on these flaps

pressed down with soft fingers
sealed up with sweet spit

gifts of the tongue
DNA scraps

They are there for us hiding
in recipes for wartime cake

They are there for us children
far away, never met

This is how
you came to us,

smuggled and enclosed
in thin blue paper.
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Summer’s End
Diane Massam

We walked to the market though Chinatown at dawn
You and I, up all night, but sharp edges of day
had cut through our words,
baring futility.

Birds high on ledges cast down angled shadows
on ladies in tunics and soft buckled shoes
laying fruit out on blankets,
such sweet Gala gold.

One lifted aubergines high from her basket
and piled them beside her with gentle precision
building sculptures of bruises,
with overstuffed hearts.

Last month was happy, you were back from Morocco
talking of markets, of lemon mint tea
But now it is August, I’ve lost you to whiskey,
Casablanca keeps calling—

and Louisa does too.
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Back home with our produce, I pickle cucumbers
sliced thin with your Japanese knife
The pulse at your jaw keeps time with my heartbeat,
fibrillations of loss.

Sudden vinegar sharp in my pocket-knife lesion
a razor-thin line, trying to reel you back in
but you’re far away, in your paperback carapace,
riding with Louis L’Amour.

I stare through the dust at the fence in the alley
feel its shapes of division etch into my eyes
Indelible criss-crosses, unpassed partitions—
Hashtag goodbye.



Rathtrevor by Kate Bridger
Fabric collage and freemotion stitching
12x12 in
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Intertidal
Katarina Meglič

The year I turned 38, my feet didn’t touch dry land. To 

be precise, I spent the year adrift: my toes may have 

dragged the sand in shallow waters, I may have bel-

ly-rested in the slurry of the intertidal zone, but I spent those 

months exploring the space beneath the surface.

There will come a place in this story where I will need you 

to suspend your disbelief. Perhaps more than one place: in the 

beginning, when the current took me, you will wonder what 

kept me from drowning, what kept my nose above the water 

when the white waves beat against every other part of me, 

filling even the spaces between my teeth. I will need you to 

suspend your disbelief about the onset of winter, how the ice 

crystals that formed on the banks did not penetrate my blood. 

I will tell you, but I will start from the beginning.

*

On July 14, 2013, five of us gathered on the sandstone shelf 

by the shore in an awkward celebration. Well wishes were 

exchanged for an hour, until the light had fully receded, and 
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the darkness became absolute. Only four of us went into the 

water: Regina, me, and the couple from Madrid, our fingers 

giving birth to constellations of phosphorescence as they 

moved. The Spaniards laughed in delight.

“They’re so early this year!” Regina called, small stars 

cascading from her toes. “You have to come in!”

The gentlest man remained on the shore. “I can see from 

here,” he said, though he could do no such thing.

“How can you stay on shore?” I teased him. “This is glori-

ous! I’m going across the inlet.” Phosphorescent supernovas 

exploded in encouragement. “Don’t wait up!”

The others laughed in delight and agreement.

“Ten Cuidado, Clara,” the Spaniard called out. “Be careful.”

But I didn’t want to be careful. My body was weightless and 

my arms strong enough to form galaxies in the sea. Though 

they were hidden in darkness, I knew that a dozen islands 

in this archipelago were within reach. The gentlest man and 

Regina would be leaving with the twins in the morning, but 

I could put some distance between all of us, now, before 

daybreak. The waters, in that moment, felt like rivers of kisses 

over my legs. I let myself be seduced.

It would be a lie if I told you the rest of that first night 

passed prettily. My shoulders burned, and the salt water 

became like sandpaper in my mouth. Inevitably, the current 
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changed, smooth obsidian surface became broken by rising 

swells. I obeyed their course. Water pressed into my windpipe 

more than once.

The rhythm of the swim felt like survival: stroke, kick, 

breath.

These islands are shelter.

Stroke.

Salty waters will not satisfy my thirst.

Kick.

But they are not the only option.

Breath.

By the time slow light began to break in the sky and the 

winds eased, silhouettes of landmasses became visible, and I 

came in closer.

Remembering a story from my childhood, I knotted 

myself in the kelp, like an otter, to stop myself from drifting 

away while I slept. Glorious rolls of fat kept me afloat: a life 

preserver. Like an otter, I floated on my back and ate oysters 

from my belly at breakfast, cracking the shells open with a 

rock. A seagull mistook my slick white skin for an outcropping 

and made an attempt at a landing.

Not knowing exactly where I was or what to do next, I let 

myself be cradled, an audience of eelgrass far below my feet, 

moving in unison.
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*

I met the gentlest man three years earlier, when I was hired as 

an orchard hand on his cherry plantation.

Later, I learned that his wife had a deathly allergy to stone 

fruit, that their ownership of the estate was a product of her 

infatuation with the blossoms, their honey scent, the way the 

fallen petals drifted like white sea foam amongst the bluebells in 

the spring.

From February to July, we tended the trees, pruning skeletal 

branches mid-winter, monitoring pests and pollinators from bud 

break until the fruit was ready to collect on the cusp of summer. 

Regina worked alongside us up until the fruit set, and then 

disappeared from the fields until the season was over. Some-

times, she would disappear from the island altogether.

At harvest time, the overflowing crates were hauled to the 

stand at the roadside throughout the day, and to markets on 

weekends. As temperatures climbed, jam kettles were ignited to 

process the unsold fruit that began to soften in the heat. Sweat 

illustrated our labours across our clothing, and by late June the 

beach became a mandatory antidote to the summer kitchen.

Diving from the sandstone shelf, the gentlest man and I would 

race to the buoy and back, before returning to work. He never let 

me win.
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*

Eventually, the estuary became obvious, marked by the 

calligraphy of herons standing in silt at the mouth of the river. 

I climbed against the current, following the same pattern that 

brought me this far: stroke, kick, breath. The waters would 

clear, further up. There would be rocky outcroppings and 

shady pools, lazy eddies where currents were simpler.

There is a reason baptisms take place in rivers: where the 

ocean tells stories of cyclical change, rivers are a masterclass in 

cleansing.

Saltwater tells stories of transformation: entire ecosystems 

are hidden and revealed with the tides, innumerable creatures 

adapt to live in both worlds, both above and below the surface. 

They are granted a new world daily.

Rivers take everything that is not anchored downstream. 

They return nothing on the tide: they erode with brutal and 

necessary efficiency whatever we do not value enough to cling 

to with our entire lives, leaving monstrous vacancies.

*

“This jelly just won’t set today.” It was my second attempt, and 

dozens of jars remained syrup. “What do you want me to do 

with them?”



Tide’s Out by Kate Bridger
Fabric collage and freemotion stitching

16.5x10 in
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Fruit flies clouded around the mountains of fruit waiting to 

be processed, and there was more to be brought in from the 

orchard.

He came over to look.

“We’ll change the label, call it Sundae Sauce.” He tilted a jar, 

watched it run down the sides. “But let’s do a quality control 

check before we put it on the stand. I’ll be right back.”

He returned, carrying a full pint of ice cream. We ate outside 

in the shade, finishing both the ice cream and the so-named 

Sundae Sauce. A few wasps fed on the remains.

“It sort of suits you,” he said, pointing to the red spatters on my 

skin and clothes. “Like a cross between a painting and a crime 

scene.”

I found a handful of cherries to fling at him. “You’re not much 

better.”

A sticky hailstorm ensued, staining walls and pavement and 

everything between.

“Stop!” My squeal startled the wasps at their dinner. “I know I 

started it, but we have to stop.”

“So you concede?” Triumph was etched in each of his laugh 

lines.

“I concede. I just want to get this cleaned up before Regina gets 

back. She will not be happy.”

He looked past me, over my shoulder to the doorway. “She’s 
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not home until Monday.” He met my eyes for a second. “Come 

on, it’s getting late. Let’s see if you can beat me to the buoy this 

time. We can clean up in the morning when it’s cooler.”

*

On the 18th day I was stung by a jellyfish, its wedding-dress 

layers whipping me with venom and then retreating when the 

pain shot up my arm. I watched it go.

*

“We’re putting the orchard up for sale.”

My fingers paused with the pruners, but I didn’t turn to look 

at him.

“It’s not going to happen quickly, probably not before the end 

of the season, but I wanted you to know.”

I ran some calculations, counted expiring possibilities in 

the leaves that still carpeted the ground. I composed a dozen 

responses and swallowed all of them while he told me about 

their plans for the move. A smaller acreage, with horses, a 

smaller house, a little closer to the city. “No stone fruit,” he said. 

“No cherries.”

“I’m sorry you’re leaving,” I said, turning to face him. “This 

has been so much fun. But I’m excited for you, for your next 

adventure.”
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I went home and threw up the colour of macerated cherries.

*

The next months I spent following fallen leaves down-

stream where buffets of oysters and sea lettuce grew, returning 

upstream with the salmon in search of freshwater. Moving in 

and out of the estuary, I grew round, seal-like. The underwater 

weightlessness and insulation became a comfort. The texture 

of the water changed as winter set in, became sharper, more 

abrasive. Less like a friend and more like a challenge.

It would be easier to explain those winter months—my 

reluctance to return to land—if I had found the hot springs 

that were rumoured to be along this coast, but they were 

elusive. Instead, I eased into sleep, passing those long dark 

stretches in a state of hibernation.

I tried to imagine myself growing roots, wondered if the 

earth grew lonely for my presence. I thought about the ways 

in which blooming can only occur and fruit can only be borne 

when there is an anchor.

*

A few months later, Regina’s unspoken pregnancy began to 

show. The twins were born in April, named Stella and Anne 
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after the fruit in the orchard under which they were conceived.

Months later, when Regina went into hospital, the man from 

Madrid who had come to buy the orchard was still learning the 

business; it was left to me to train him.

He smelled of salt and laughed roundly. He was unimpressed 

with my coarse Spanish skills, but still willing to sleep with me 

in the carpet of fallen blossoms while he waited for his wife’s 

delayed flight to arrive.

Headlights crossed our skin as a car came up the driveway: 

home from the hospital. The transgression was never mentioned.

*

I had become so accustomed to the white noise of the river 

that I barely noticed when the frogs started singing again in 

the spring. Bullrushes and maple blossoms offered themselves 

up as gifts, and within a month the river began to recede from 

its winter levels.

*

The new owners began to work the orchard full-time to 

prepare for the transition of ownership, and the need for my 

presence declined sharply. I swam to the buoy and back repeat-

edly, though there was no one to race—he was busy with the 

twins and the training. I became faster. When that route became 
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too repetitive, I swam to the islet that sat some distance out.

On the eve of their departure, Regina asked me to celebrate 

with a drink on the sandstone shelf. The gentlest man and the 

couple from Madrid would be there, and no  amount of social 

acrobatics offered an escape from the invitation.

*

Once the weather allowed, I followed kayakers southward, 

towards more familiar territory. There was no phosphores-

cence that year to celebrate my homeward journey,  but the 

rocks were strangely welcoming beneath wrinkled feet. At the 

foot to the path leading up to the street were the remnants of a 

picnic: campfire ashes, oyster shells, and a pile of cherry pits.

*

It would be a lovely conclusion if I could tell you that 

I emerged polished, like a piece of beach glass or a stone 

smoothed by the tides, but that is poetry that did not emerge.

Eight years later, I ran into the gentlest man in a Christmas 

parking lot, beneath the glow of crimson lights. He didn’t 

recognize me.



Pink by Linda Henningson
Oil on board
36x48 in
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Pink
Janis McDougall

Before the Sound had fish farms
we went fishing for pleasure
trolling the Tsapee Narrows
an excuse to be together.

Two rods cast in the inlet
flashers rigged with lucky shimmertails
sometimes we tried buzz bombs 
anticipating an explosion
the unknown
below the surface.

Greedy for spring
hungry for coho
we kept only what we could eat
wild fish to fill our jars 
and feed the grey of winter.
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Petit Verse de la Caribe        
Fish Out of Orbit
Lidice Megla

I

Sticky notes posted in dark, 
the moth’s wings, 
dusting the night.

II

The water, peaking somewhere, 
always afar,
reaching for more liquidity.

III

The moon, myself out of orbit,
Caribbean fish drowning in some god’s mouth.
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The Island Greets the Island
Lidice Megla

“Todo es ala y fugacidad en la galaxia de esta lumbre”
— Emilio Pacheco

Under the summer heat
a crow’s mouth fills with fire,
Air brakes:
A flower,
how many bees have drunk?
A ship,
voyage or shipwreck?
A Rock,
transformation through sun and rain.
Erosion,
blue rose
with the force of a tsunami…
Think over and over
(This face is not yours)
mouth and all must have shattered in the arena
as it fell on
to the sea
to the last dream. . .



Turquoise #2 by Linda Henningson
Acrylic on canvas
18x24 in
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Buried City
Garry McKevitt

Molecule by molecule I am
reassembled.
The experts reveal a lost city.
Block by block, street
and avenue I am given
form again, eternally admired
recreated.

In the shifting dusty street
shards and broken brick
and stone strewn: a complexity
of dust and ruin and in each
dark shrouded space, a surprize
an accident of collapsing walls
hovering cock-eyed roofs.

A forgotten desert city
sand blurs and drifts revealing
my buried flesh and heart
the sunbaked sweating
belly and thighs of sex.

In this barrenness of dust and ruin
I am given definition and focus
Life seeps in around the fossilized cells
Fetid life once again infests
these ghostly catacombs.
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Tut
Garry McKevitt

I lie in a hasty cluttered state
time a billowing terrestrial haze
a southern borealis, shifting, shaping
from one eon to the next
I wait to be born a second time
my gods have assured, spoken clearly
they will come for me

And now, at last, it has begun but
not as an explosion of joyous light
not the sparkling dance of river light
not the clean bright air that is my right

The far away clink, clink, clink of a chisel
a soft metallic scrape that fills
 this chamber
like an echo
and then whispered voices
filtered by corroding stone
 dust and time and bone

And a pin hole of light
projects the inverted image of my holy saviours,
my huddle of brave saints
on a stark blank wall of my tomb,
They form a ghostly cloud, wearing the night’s light
like a shroud,
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And then I am born and borne boldly
out into the waiting world
into a new and other clutter
the chaos of the living and the live
strewn round this little world
this bright triumphant world
not one of my gods had told me of this
had foreseen this. . .



Turquoise by Linda Henningson
Acrylic on canvas
18x24 in
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Steelhead!
Jess H. Brewer

“Ladies and gentlemen, please. We can continue this 

discussion later if you see fit, but don’t you think it 

would help us to see the whole story first?”

Murmurs of protest.

“No, no, we all have the facts; I submit that they are hardly 

relevant. What matters is not so much what happened as what 

we have recorded. Remember, for the audience that will be real-

ity. Let’s get on with the screening now and make our decision 

later.”

The dozen or so people in the projection room milled and 

muttered briefly, then began to move toward their seats.

“The Director is right,” said an ambitious Assistant Producer. 

“We have to base our choice on audience impact, not on our 

own privileged information.” He sat down, chin jutting in 

response to the sardonic glances of his colleagues, as the lights 

dimmed and the hologram flickered into life.

The Director surveyed their faces cautiously in the reflected 

light, then turned to watch the opening scene.

*
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The Fisherman shifted his pack higher on his back, sucked 

in his gut, and tightened the belt strap. He had made this 

adjustment half a dozen times since breakfast and was not sure 

if the belt was slipping or stretching as it soaked up his sweat. 

Sometimes he cultivated the illusion that he was actually 

getting thinner. Anyway, the ritual always made his pack seem 

lighter. Competitive backpacking was not the same—there was 

always the clock to beat, the pace to keep up, the other pack-

ers—it was easy to get into. On his own, with all the time in 

the world, he was continuously distracted by the minor irri-

tations in his shoulders, back, legs and feet. This was a hard-

ship, for he wanted to focus all his attention on the wilderness 

around him, on the experience of being in it, personally 

enmeshed in the natural reality of the primeval Earth, partic-

ipating in the process of life in balance with life. All around 

him was the wonder of a world full of green and brown, leaf 

and root and scale and feather and fur, which had thrived for 

so long before humans had meddled most of it away, and he 

owed it to the billions who would never experience this reality 

in person to notice every detail, to become totally attuned to 

the spirit of this carefully preserved place.

Hell, he owed it to himself too. More years of preparation, 

training, competition, and sacrifice than he could fit into his 

consciousness at once had gone toward this reward, and the 
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memory of it would have to last the rest of his life. He wanted 

to tattoo each detail indelibly into his grey matter. And God, 

were there details!

He stopped for a moment to inspect a tiny glade hidden 

behind an outcropping of mossy granite. In the shadiest spot 

were a dozen withered stalks of Corallorhiza maculata, the 

tiny chlorophyll-less orchid, and a large specimen of Lepiota 

naucina, whose annulus he inspected carefully to positively 

distinguish it from the deadly Amanita virosa before collecting 

it into his side pouch for dinner. Living off the land is easy, he 

thought, but this would be a lousy time to misidentify a mush-

room. Straightening his tired legs under the weight of the 

pack, he chuckled at the memory of disqualified competitors’ 

embarrassment in edible species identification courses.

Trudging forward again, he stripped a handful of huckle-

berries from a handy bush and, as he chewed, recalled the first 

day of his hike, when he had stopped every few feet to identify 

a new species, most of which he had never seen alive before. 

Now his senses were saturated with discomfort and familiar-

ity; and besides, he was becoming increasingly restless as the 

hike neared its goal: the river.

Awareness of these feelings was nibbling its way into his 

consciousness when he crested the last hill and saw it. He 

sat down heavily on a deadfall and felt his heart respond to 
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adrenaline, staring at the glittering ribbon of silver curled 

about the base of the mountains. In that wild river flowed the 

essence of vitality, the concentration of all the pure rain and 

snow that fell on this protected watershed, nourished these 

trees and plants, trickled through that gravel, dripped down 

those rocks and gurgled under some unknown watercress. It 

carried the scouring grains of the mountains, patiently etch-

ing out the designs of gravity’s secret will; it carried seaward 

the unimaginably expressive flavours of this land. And thus it 

was also the messenger of freedom to the imaginations of the 

millions who shared the Fisherman’s dream: for somewhere 

in the ocean a great trout tasted those flavours, following the 

scent of the ground he now stood on, swimming toward the 

mouth of the river, hesitating, then darting into the saltless 

water. Leaping, resting, and leaping again, it would follow 

and lead others of its kind toward the place where they would 

regenerate themselves. And somewhere in that journey, the 

trout Oncorhynchus mykiss, soul of wildness, would meet the 

Fisherman—representative of humanity—who would translate 

the dream to reality and reality to the dream.

He decided then to camp at that spot for the night, watch-

ing the river through the afternoon and alpenglow, absorbing 

the magic of it at a distance while meditating and preparing 

himself for the next day, when he would introduce himself to 
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the river on more personal terms.

As he turned to unload his pack he caught a glimpse of a 

silvery sphere out of the corner of his eye, and felt suddenly 

remote and uncomfortable. His imagination was playing tricks 

on him; some hangover from city life no doubt, but there was 

something particularly distracting about the image that had 

caught him off guard. He busied himself disemboweling the 

pack and tried to put it out of his mind.

*

As the lasers dimmed and the room lights slowly brightened, 

the Director turned and spoke into the blinking eyes of her 

colleagues.

“I’ve cut a lot of the extraneous detail,” she said. “We can 

put some of it back in for filler in the final version, but it isn’t 

crucial to the theme, and a few parts actually detract.”

Especially, she thought, the scene where he recognizes the 

camera. She yawned and stretched, trying to cultivate an 

air of relaxed objectivity. Waiting for the next segment, she 

commented, “As you can see, our Fisherman is authentic. It’s 

been years since I’ve seen a winner with such conviction and 

charisma.” How true that was. She remembered the look she had 

exchanged with the Fisherman at their last meeting: a moment 

of mutual understanding, of unspoken common purpose, before 
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the Briefing and the Forgetting.

“Every neonaturalist on Earth will fall in love with him,” she 

said. “Keep that in mind.”

No one spoke. The Director knew her business.

“Okay, let’s take a look at him in action.”

*

The river was quieter here, but not still. It fanned out in a 

sweeping curve of riffle to ease into a run about seventy-five 

meters long, which was such perfect holding water it brought 

tears to his eyes. Beneath the cut bank where the Fisherman 

lay on his belly, the slightly green-tinged, clear water swirled 

at the speed of a slow walk over an even gravel bed six to eight 

feet deep. He peered through polarized filters at the shadows 

just out of sight, and wondered if they were steelhead or just 

small logs. Did that one move just then? Pointless: he couldn’t 

fish effectively from this bank anyway. Toward the other shore 

the water grew steadily more shallow, merging the riffle with 

the gravel bar on the other bank. In between there were occa-

sional telltale bulges which he read as submerged rocks, tidy 

lies for weary fish to rest before their next move upstream. It 

was the best water he had seen, but he would have to cross the 

river to get in position to fish it. This would be the place; he 

felt it in his bones.
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As he eased cautiously back into the brush, careful not to 

arouse the slightest suspicion in the hypothetical steelhead 

resting a few feet away, he experienced a sense of anticipatory 

fulfillment. Just the prospect of touching a fly to water such as 

this warmed his heart; to actually raise a steelhead was almost 

inconceivable. But then, one adjusts. A day earlier he had cast 

into the river for the first time; his hands had been shaking 

with excitement, but it had been a poor run, churning white 

water. After a hundred skillful but fruitless presentations of the 

fly to the little pockets of holding water behind boulders, he 

had grown calm and objective enough to break down his rod 

and move on without regret. This time it would be different.

He forded the river a hundred meters below the tail of the 

run, above a wide pool which probably held fish but was too 

slow to fish gracefully. Perhaps early in the morning, with a 

dry fly. As he slipped into the icy water, pack held high, he 

recalled again his first meeting with the river, an incautious 

and sensual greeting: he had stripped and run naked into 

the water, splashed it over his shoulders, plunged his head in 

it, tasted it, swallowed it, dived out into its current, swum, 

drifted, held onto rocks, and reveled  in it all until he could 

imagine that he was a trout himself, intimately in touch with 

the  moving water the way a human is ordinarily in touch with 

the machinery of civilization. Then he had grown too cold and 
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had to return to shore, and it was then that he had noticed the 

silver sphere again.

This time there had been no chance to turn his mind from 

it before recognition took hold.

“Damn,” he had thought. “The camera! I’m not supposed 

to be able to see it—post-hypnotic suggestion or something.”  

He had glared straight into its lens, and in a surge of resent-

ment had made an obscene gesture toward it. Then he had felt 

absurd and remorseful, and as depression swept over him he 

had stopped noticing the camera. Until now, he had forgotten 

the episode entirely. Now he again cursed the incompetent 

psychologist who had failed to adequately protect him against 

conscious awareness of the ubiquitous orb that followed him 

everywhere, hovering about his intimacy with the wilder-

ness, recording every action. Not for this had he worked and 

dreamed for half his life, competed in twenty-seven events 

with such ferocious determination, to become Fisherman—

the hero and envy of every human who had read the classics 

of Zane Grey, Roderick Haig-Brown, Ernest Hemingway—of 

all who frequented the special collections of libraries to leaf 

through ancient copies of Field and Stream or Sierra Club 

pictorials. This year, he alone would experience Earth’s only 

remaining wilderness in the flesh, in the traditional ritual to 

which he was so deeply committed: he was Fisherman, he 
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would capture the great Steelhead, the ultimate symbol of free-

dom, and his actions would provide spiritual fulfillment for a 

million minds.

And he didn’t need to be distracted by the goddamned 

camera dutifully recording his adventure. It was like making 

love in front of a picture window. He grated his teeth as he 

thought of it, wading the icy river.

*

The Director broke into the soundtrack: “It should be clear 

to all of you by now that this Fisherman is special. Look at his 

style, the depth of his involvement. Let yourselves slip into the 

action, see if you don’t start feeling the hunter instincts yourself.”

None of her colleagues disagreed; they even made an effort to 

identify with the hero in the hologram, and found themselves 

truly absorbed. But in each of them lingered a deeper hostility, 

born of knowing what the Fisherman had done. The Director 

sensed that her point would not be made easily.

“The next scene gets into the guts of the story,” she said, but for the 

first time there was uncertainty in her voice.

*

The Fisherman waded very slowly along the leading edge of 

the gravel bar, holding his antique split-cane fly rod poised, 
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and gauged carefully the best position for his first cast. Finally, 

he stopped, positioned his feet firmly, and began to strip 

line from his reel. In four false casts he had twenty meters of 

double-tapered line whipping delicately over the surface of 

the river, never quite making contact with the water. It was a 

pleasure to exercise such control, but he made no more false 

casts than necessary before the snap of his wrist that sent the 

#4 black leech out quivering on the end of his leader to drop 

gently into the water five meters upstream of a submerged 

rock. He mended his cast judiciously and focused absolute 

attention on the drifting line as the submerged fly moved past 

the rock and into the vision of the steelhead he imagined wait-

ing there.

Nothing.

It was usually a disappointment, that first cast; no Fisherman 

seriously expects to connect on the first try, but none ever fails 

to hope. He sighed softly and retrieved his fly, laid out line 

over the same spot several more times, and then tried another 

lie. Soon he was methodically covering the water, deriving a 

more sedate satisfaction from the knowledge that he was guar-

anteeing whatever fish might be there at least a look at his fly.

After repeating the process several times with other fly 

patterns whose effectiveness was legendary, he eased back out 

of the water and sat down on a log to rest and evaluate the 
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situation. He wondered if the choice of pattern really made as 

much difference as the conviction with which it was presented; 

after all, steelhead did not feed actively in fresh water, and 

no one knew for sure what spurred them to attack certain 

arrangements of feather and fur. Perhaps he would try a dry fly 

next; to take a steelhead on a dry fly was a spectacular rarity, 

but nothing else had worked.

As he sat thinking, his eyes played over the water, noticing 

the reflection of the trees on the opposite bank at the same 

time as they remained alert for any signs of a fish. He felt a 

vague uneasiness, a sense of disengagement which he could 

neither escape nor integrate; it all seemed inappropriate, 

imposed. There was something he could not quite place, some-

thing forgotten. He was unprepared when he saw the rise, a 

bathtub swirl in the shaded depths near the far bank. After a 

brief delay, adrenaline surged through his veins. Fish!

He tried not to rush as he waded into position to cast. 

Patience, he reminded himself, was the most valuable tool at 

his disposal. At the last moment he stared at the wet fly on the 

end of his leader. Why not try for the ultimate? He clipped it 

off and selected a #6 Steelhead Bee from his dry fly box, which 

he tied on with special care, thinking of the potential miracle 

of a steelhead on a dry fly.

The cast was faultless. Despite his better judgement, 
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expectation grew into conviction: this time it would 

happen—a strike on the first cast! Eyes piercing, hand shaking, 

he held his breath as the fly drifted over the spot where the fish 

lay. He was beginning to feel the stab of disappointment when, 

at the bottom of the lie, a dark shape rose into view. Executing 

a perfect roll, just creasing the surface, it engulfed the fly just 

as it started to drag across the surface. Then both were gone, 

and the line began to move toward the place where they had 

disappeared.

His hands acted on their own. The rod arced back, the line 

snapped tight, and he felt the deep throbbing of a big fish 

shaking its head in surprised alarm. Then his mind caught up 

with the action as the fish made its decision and left the water 

in one wild leap of abandoned flight. It hung suspended, glis-

tening, for what seemed an eternity, before dropping back into 

its element to begin the fight in earnest. By the time he had 

changed hands and begun to apply pressure with his fingers 

to the drum of the screaming reel, the fish was fifty meters 

downstream.

He splashed to shore, all caution now irrelevant, hanging 

on to the wildly whipping rod and praying that the fish would 

turn before all the backing disappeared from his reel. God, this 

was not just any fish, it was the rightful master of the river, the 

magnificent wild-eyed Steelhead: full of the spirit of freedom 
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he had come here to meet. His heart leaped with the fish.

And then, out of the corner of his eye, the camera again. He 

felt a sense of something ripping inside his mind, like a curtain 

torn away from a hidden door, but he didn’t want to look, he 

didn’t want to open the door. Why couldn’t he not know, damn 

it, why did the conditioning have to break down at the worst 

possible moment? He saw the camera ever more clearly, but he 

viciously ejected it from his thoughts. “Nothing will spoil this 

for me now,” he muttered out loud to himself.

It was easy enough to put it out of his mind; his thoughts 

were so full of the Steelhead’s streaking run, so involved with 

the attempt to turn it, so apprehensive of the disappointment 

of a line suddenly gone slack, that there was little room for 

superfluous detail. He ran down the bank in short bursts, 

stopping to apply pressure to the fish, straining his leader as 

hard as it could stand, watching the backing melt from his reel. 

Occasionally he tripped on the slick round rocks, but each 

time his legs desperately found their way back under his center 

of gravity and he stayed up.

Finally, the fish carried him down to the slower pool he had 

crossed earlier, and the current stopped working against his 

effort to regain control. But the fish was still taking out line in 

brief surges, and there were only a few meters left on the reel. 

If it got to the end of the pool and into the rapids below, he 
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would lose it. He strained the split bamboo until it bent almost 

double, threatening the leader more every second, and swore 

gently under his breath in the immemorial style of fishermen.  

“Turn, you son of a bitch, turn. Goddamn, what a fish. 

Come on, wild one, ease up just a little. I won’t hurt you.” He 

knew the steelhead could not realize that he would never think 

of harming it seriously, that the gentle release had long since 

become the only conceivable finale for a Fisherman’s conquest, 

but he tried to send thought messages to it anyway, to calm the 

fish telepathically.

Just as he was feeling despair well up in him, the fish 

stopped. There were only a few turns left on the reel. He first 

held a constant pressure and backed up slowly, not daring to 

alarm his adversary by reeling in; then, when he had definitely 

turned the Steelhead toward him, he began recovering the lost 

line. The fish came slowly, reluctantly, not beaten yet but will-

ing to lose ground temporarily. It took ten minutes to get all 

the backing onto the reel again, and another five to bring the 

fish in close enough to shore to get a look at it, a tremendous 

silver torpedo fanning its fins slowly, waiting for its next move.

Then it saw his motion, and suddenly the rod was dipping 

toward the middle of the stream and line was tearing from the 

reel again. He saw it heading for a submerged snag, and felt 

dizzy. Would it wrap the line around that log and break off, 
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after all this? He applied pressure, and again the fish stopped 

its run at the last possible instant, on the threshold of freedom.

“This fish is uncanny,” he thought. “Almost as if it were 

playing with me.” At the same instant the camera swooped 

down over the fish, filming a close-up, and the scene suddenly 

seemed totally unreal. He began to hate the camera with a 

patient violence.

The fight continued for nearly an hour, with the fish allow-

ing itself to be pumped in close again and again, only to 

respond each time with renewed energy in a lightning run 

interspersed with aerobatics. His senses reeled, saturated, 

his mind clouded. He began to wonder if it would ever end. 

And then, without warning, the fish gave up. It milled about 

aimlessly and rolled to its silvery side on the surface. He had 

won. It was too perfect, too classic to believe, and somewhere 

deep inside it felt all wrong. He fought the feeling.

“Be here, damn it,” he said to himself. “This is what you 

have waited for all your life. Don’t blow it now.” But he felt 

detached, depressed, disappointed. There was something 

inside him that was spoiling it all for him, something that he 

couldn’t face, didn’t want to know. He raised the rod tip, got 

down on one knee in the shallows, and prepared to release the 

fish, all the time feeling an inexplicable torment.

And then, as the huge silvery shape slid over his submerged 
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hand, as he looked into the eyes of the Steelhead, ultimate 

symbol of freedom, he knew. He remembered everything.

*

The Director knew she must choose her next words with care. 

“We don’t have to use the traditional ending.” She swung around 

and fixed them all with a piercing stare as she spoke. “This is 

a work of art, not an empty ritual. Why shouldn’t we give the 

public something different, something authentic and fresh? Is the 

era of creative filmmaking so far behind us? Why...”

A tense voice challenged, “Let’s see the ending. I want to see for 

myself.”

“Why get ourselves all worked up?” the Director responded, on 

the defensive now. “What we have to pass judgement on is this 

film, not the Fisherman. The case has gone to court, justice will 

be done; why can’t we just forget about that?”

Murmurs in the crowd. A new voice: “Let us see it. We have a 

right to see for ourselves.”

A chorus of agreement.

“Look, if we need a Release, we can fake it, splice one in. 

We can....”

A soft voice rolled out over the discord and left a very flat 

silence. It was the Producer’s voice. “Let’s see the ending, Jane.”

As the lights went down and the lasers came up, the Director 
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sat down heavily. She knew then that she had lost, that the 

film would never be released. For even in her own mind a door 

slammed shut forever as she watched the holographic image of 

the Fisherman raise a rock over his head and bring it down on 

the great silver Steelhead, the only Steelhead in existence, again 

and again, splitting open the flexible plastic and scattering irre-

placeable wires, microcircuits and servomechanisms, the heart-

breaking fragments of a dream, over the merely real rocks.
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Morning at the Northwest  
Cabin
Claire Gordon

The dawn 
steams in strong coffee 
bitter black causes 
my thinking to  
bounce erratically

gaze shifts out
to the world beyond 
the window while
the caffeine spreads fast

two tired tenants pipe up
bitch and moan
God damn!
they holler

every damn day 
we’re holding 
this house up! 
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Every 

single 

day!

Carrying your 
backpack of burdens, 
and a chainsaw to boot! 

They’re hooting now

make them arms 
do something today!
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Grit
Claire Gordon

He told me it takes about 
twenty-eight days to set
four weeks to recover 
from fixation
I screed off 
deleterious solids
investigate
the mechanical strength 
of my dependence

I spread smooth 
excess layers 
to reveal a planned surface 
bubbling with durability
compressed 
exterior insulates
resists fire
the whole house 
can burn down
but cement will remain
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it takes twenty-eight days to set
and my hands 
toughen and get rougher
my skin is cracked 
microtears catch 
on nearly everything
an unwanted adhesive

this sheath becomes 
increasingly shriveled 
and unlovely
like wrinkled linen 
crumpled and tossed 
to the back of my closet. 
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The Record Keeper
Claire Gordon

The cabin is lit by candlelight
shadows flick across our faces  
sporadic as hot embers 
that are spat out from the wood stove
arc across the hearth 
and land at our toes

he talks deep and low
words swirl ’round in rhythm 
with the stove’s percussion
maybe it’s the old growth that 
reminds him of his boom man days
Monday to Friday in communion 
with saw logs floating high above 
the ocean’s floor

he says he could tell which wood
he was walking on
by the way his caulks felt on the log
hemlock crunched
fir was sticky
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he laughs like he’s not keeping score
grins and broadens 
nods his head real slow 
and matter-of-factly
tells us
if your caulks are dull
fir’s the one 
you’re gunna fall on.
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Cedar Psalm III
Allie Picketts

Is this on a page? At some long-ago
     time the page was (more likely than not) a tree,
   and maybe at some long-ago time,
     longer, so was I.

I am made up of bits of things;
   certainly I began as
bits of humans, but I
   like to think that, by now, I am
      built in some measure of parts
           of former leaves, feathers, catkins,
      apples, stars and other
      fallen things;
and the water in me has flowed
        many miles, risen and flown,
        fallen also, been drunk by
    otter and deer, Douglas fir
and thrush-of-liquid-song who makes her voice echo
     through these sweet woods at dusk.
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Hockey Fights
Miles Hayes

When the hockey stick slashed at her calves, 

Georgia Nurse fell hands first down onto the 

gritty blacktop. The seventh grader gasped in 

pain and shock as her knees hit the ground, her own hock-

ey stick falling out of her hand and skidding a few feet away. 

Rattled and shaken up, Georgia pushed herself onto her sore 

knees to investigate the damage to her body. A small semi-cir-

cle of the boys she had been playing hockey with during recess 

formed around her, also trying to process what had happened.

Almost every school day she and some of the other boys 

took gym equipment outside to play hockey at recess. Most 

of the time they didn’t even play real hockey, just took turns 

being goalie while the others tried to get shots into the net. 

Most of the danger came from kids accidentally knocking each 

other over. This wasn’t like that. When she had been lining up 

to score a goal, Georgia was deliberately bashed on the back 

of the legs with a hockey stick and she collapsed, bringing the 

already brief game to a screeching halt.

“Oh man—you alright?” Jared Cosgrove asked.
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“I’m fine,” Georgia said. The back of her legs throbbed, but 

she was more shaken up than anything.

“Georgia!” someone from out on the grass field cried. 

Still on her stinging knees, and unable to really articulate 

much after the shock of the slash, Georgia turned her attention 

towards the voice of Amber Maracle, who had left her posi-

tion on the grass to approach the blacktop court. Ignoring the 

group of hockey boys circling around, Amber got down to her 

knees to check on her friend. 

Georgia didn’t like that she got hurt in front of people, 

but she let Amber touch her knees to see where it stung. To 

Georgia, Amber was the smartest, kindest, and toughest girl 

she had ever met. It was very easy to feel inadequate next to 

someone like that, so Georgia tried to make herself appear 

unphased and competent, worthy of being this cool girl’s 

friend. Moments like this were an embarrassing vulnerability, 

evidence of an Achilles heel, even if it wasn’t her fault that 

someone decided to slash his hockey stick against her calves. 

No one said anything about Conner hitting Georgia with the 

hockey stick, even though they had all seen it. Throwing out 

blame and accusations could be used to get someone in trou-

ble, which might mean no more using gym equipment during 

recess. Snitching on someone, even if they had been violent, 

was not how you kept friends at this school.
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As the circle of hockey boys huddled over the two girls 

sitting on the blacktop, Mrs. Lamoureux, a Staff Recess 

Supervisor wearing an orange safety vest, approached the 

scene. Georgia felt a lump develop in her throat as she saw 

the adult coming closer. How much could she lie about what 

had happened without being suspicious? How much did the 

teacher see of what had been going on?

“Did you get hurt, Georgia?”  Mrs. Lamoureux asked, bend-

ing over to examine her injuries. 

“I ran really fast and tripped,” Georgia explained.

“C’mon, let’s go inside,” she said, sticking out her hand. 

“No!” Georgia protested, letting Mrs. Lamoureux help her to 

her feet.

Conner held on tight to his hockey stick, like it had become 

some symbol for him. A symbol for what, Georgia wasn’t sure.

“I don’t want to go! They always send me home when I get a 

bruise...” Georgia said as Mrs. Lamoureux led her towards the 

school building. “I just fell down! I wasn’t hurt!”

*

Walking across the metal railway track like a tightrope, 

Georgia tried to show off her balancing skills to Amber on 

their way home after school. Most kids at their elementary 

school lived on the other side of the tracks, so the two girls 
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often accompanied each other home, towards a part of town 

that tended to mark people as “lower income” and possibly 

dangerous. Keeping up her gymnast routine until she was 

sure Amber had seen her, Georgia leapt off, running up to her 

friend.

“See—I’m fine!” Georgia said. Her legs and hands still stung, 

but she made a show of how unaffected she was by what had 

happened during recess. “I hope they don’t take hockey away 

just ’cause I got hurt.”

“I don’t know why you didn’t tell them Conner hit you,” 

Amber said. “It’s not even a thing you’re allowed to do in 

hockey. You can’t just hit people with the stick like that.”

“I like playing with them,” Georgia said, a touch defensive. “I 

like playing rough, and I have to wait ‘till I’m thirteen to join 

the girls’ team downtown. I need to practice.”

Amber skipped ahead, picking up a rock from between two 

wooden tracks. She threw the stone ahead, then ran to pick it 

up and repeated the process. Georgia followed, ignoring how 

sore her legs were. Somehow, the joy of being near Amber 

gave her the energy to keep up.

As Georgia watched her friend run ahead of her, she 

wondered what she would have done if it had been Amber’s 

calves that Conner slashed his hockey stick at.

Probably would have thrown these rocks at him, she decided, 
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and continued kicking and throwing stones the rest of her way 

home, dreading telling her parents what had happened that 

day. 

*

Chewing the eraser off her pencil and tapping her fingers on 

her wooden desk, Georgia surveyed her crowded classroom. 

A speaker was coming in to give a presentation on careers to 

the sixth and seventh grade classes, so two classes worth of 

kids were crammed into one classroom. Too many people, by 

Georgia’s estimation. Their teacher was at the front trying to 

help the guest set up her presentation, so all the kids took the 

opportunity to get out their impatient, restless energy before 

it started. Amber was enthusiastically talking to sixth grader 

Kathy Platt about the upcoming seventh grade graduation 

dance, so Georgia sat and waited for the presentation to start. 

Under the sea of pre-teen chatter, Georgia took her pencil out 

of her mouth and tapped it against her desk. Almost immedi-

ately, the boy sitting in front of her, Simon Lalonde, turned in 

his seat towards her.

“Hey, Georgia,” Simon said. “You looking forward to the 

dance?”

“Not really,” Georgia said, setting down her pencil. She 

thought about telling Simon  she had fought with her mother 
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for permission to wear a suit to the dance, but decided against 

bringing it up. “You?”

“Same as you,” he said, looking directly into Georgia’s eyes. 

“Your birthday was last month, right?”

“Yeah.”

“Do you want a birthday present?”

Simon didn’t wait for an answer before dropping a silver 

mood ring on Georgia’s desk. Smiling and surprised, Georgia 

placed it on her finger and admired the swirls of turquoise on 

the oval stone. She didn’t typically like jewelry, but this mood 

ring spoke to her.

“Oh! Thank you so much!” Georgia said.

“No problem. Sorry my gift is late.”

“That’s all good! It’s a really pretty ring.”

“What’s your birthday again?”

“May 12th.”

“Hmm….” Simon hummed. “That means your parents must 

have fucked in August to make you.”

Almost immediately, Georgia felt dizzy and a bit lost in the 

clouds, smiling at this comment that made her skin crawl. 

The last thing she wanted was to be “too sensitive” or a killjoy 

who didn’t get humour. Especially because he had just given 

her a gift, and her injury was why the school had now banned 

taking the gym equipment outside during recess. She owed it 
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to Simon not to make a big deal out of a stupid joke. Georgia 

took the ring off her finger as he went on.

“You like that pencil?” Simon said in what was almost a 

whisper, leaning in closer to Georgia.

“Yeah….” Georgia said, hopeful that this change in topic 

would divert the conversation away from what had made her 

so uneasy. “I got it when we were buying school supplies last 

year. I—”

“If I put this pencil up your vagina, do you think that you’d 

piss all over it?”

This time Georgia didn’t pretend to laugh, but made her 

face devoid of all emotion. No smile, no obvious fear or 

discomfort, no angry furrowing of her brows—just neutral. 

Her mother’s voice came to mind, instructing her to keep her 

cool around people who intentionally push buttons to get a 

rise out of someone, and she quietly excused herself from the 

conversation.

Walking to the front of the classroom, pencil in her pocket, 

Georgia asked her teacher to use the bathroom. Taking the 

large, uncomfortably conspicuous plastic hall pass, Geor-

gia walked towards the bathroom, hid herself inside a stall, 

and leaned against the metal walls. Pressing and holding the 

sharply pointed tip of her sparkly pencil against her leg, Geor-

gia took in the painful pressure. After holding the position 
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for about a minute, she relaxed and unlocked the stall door. 

Breathing heavily, she went back and sat quietly at her desk 

behind Simon, ready to listen to a lecture about preparing for 

a future she wasn’t sure she would have.

At the end of the presentation, Amber went over and placed 

a little scrap of white paper on Georgia’s desk before going 

back to her own desk with a spring in her step. It was a draw-

ing of Georgia wearing knee pads and a Canucks jersey. Her 

heart swelling, Georgia placed it in her binder where she could 

keep it safe and look at this evidence of her friendship every 

day. This artwork was created by Amber’s own hands, and 

Georgia wanted to keep that until time faded every mark off 

the paper.

That night, Georgia and Amber chatted on the phone about 

the graduation dance and what they wanted to get out of high 

school. Amber was excited about joining the Arts Program—

and also about hanging out by the smoke pit at lunch because 

she thought cigarettes smelled nice. When they finally hung 

up, Georgia wondered uncertainly whether she would join her 

cool, artsy friend at the smoke pit.

I would take up smoking to be with her, Georgia realized, and 

that was a terrifying thought.

*
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The elementary school gymnasium buzzed with the sound 

of nineties alt-rock. Georgia hadn’t been able to get a real suit 

in time for the elementary school graduation dance (her mom 

said it wasn’t necessary, even though she’d probably spent a 

few hundred on the dress she knew her daughter would never 

wear), but she was in her best formal clothes. Button-up shirt, 

black pants, black sneakers, and the mood ring that hadn’t 

changed colours since Simon had given it to her. She had 

brought a suit jacket to school, but it got too hot, so it stayed 

in her cubby. Her mother had warned her she might get made 

fun of for dressing in masculine formal clothes, but there was 

no doubt in Georgia’s mind that she would have been teased 

more for wearing a frilly dress. She was one of the guys, and 

the boys she wanted to play hockey with would have never let 

her down—at least in this regard.

Moving around the gym, Georgia found Amber wearing 

a black dress and Converse sneakers. After complimenting 

her friend on how she had styled her long, dark hair, the two 

moved to the corner of the room, where they stood drink-

ing out of their tiny plastic cups. The song blaring from the 

speakers was about looking just like Buddy Holly, and Georgia 

realized that was how she wanted to dress for her prom. Dress 

just like Buddy Holly: glasses, guitar and all. How cool would 

that be?
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As the pair walked and giggled around the dance together, 

Simon approached them. Georgia was immediately repulsed 

to be near him. But another part of her wanted to be nice, 

to forget his comments about her parents and the pencil. It 

seemed unfair to hold a grudge, especially since he had given 

her the very ring she was wearing.

“Hi, Georgia,” Simon said. “Wanna dance?”

“No, I want to hang out with Amber. And you’ve seen me 

dance in P.E.—I suck,” Georgia said. She laughed and took a 

sip.

“But you are wearing my ring. I gave you that ring to say 

that I want you to dance.”

Georgia began to panic. Was this something she was 

supposed to know? That a boy giving her a gift meant that they 

had to dance at the graduation celebration? Was this some 

relationship custom no one had bothered to tell her about? 

That seemed unclear and awful, especially when that boy had 

made those comments that got stuck in her throat.

“She doesn’t want to dance with you,” Amber said, firmly 

and kindly. With a confident flair, Amber linked arms with 

Georgia.

“What, is she your boyfriend, or something?” Simon asked 

Amber, his face scrunched up in disgust.

“That doesn’t matter!” Amber said. She was always so 
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forceful and assertive but could also be fragile. Georgia knew 

that this was hurting her. The two unlinked arms.

“What even are you, Georgia?” Simon asked, turning his 

attention to the girl in pants. “A dyke? Do you think you’re a 

guy?”

“She’s a better-looking guy than you!” Amber shouted, loud 

enough that the other kids could hear it over the sounds of 

Wheezer and their own conversations.

“You’re a dyke too!” Simon said. “But you’re so pr—”

Georgia made a fist and struck Simon’s cheek, feeling his jaw 

move under the impact. Stepping even closer, Georgia shoved 

Simon’s chest so he stumbled backwards. Amber chucked what 

remained of her little cup of punch at Simon’s chest, getting his 

shirt all red and sticky.

As the other kids heard what was happening in the corner, 

they moved over to spectate the action. Georgia didn’t care. 

She continued to thrust forward, pushing Simon in the chest. 

Simon was taller and likely stronger, but he was too surprised 

to push her back.  That wouldn’t last for long, so Georgia took 

another stab at Simon’s freckled face, lightly cutting his cheek 

with the rough edge of her ring. 

In a few seconds, the two grappled each other to the floor, 

with Georgia kicking and Simon trying to hold her down. 

The two children shouted and growled in a way that seemed 
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almost feral. Georgia could hardly process the low-toned, 

severe voices of the teachers who had come to break them 

up once their bodies hit the floor. Her blood was too hot to 

process much of what was going on, but damn if it didn’t feel 

good to hit him, mark him with the ring he had given her.

Once the two were separated, the dance was called off, 

with most of the grade sent back to their classrooms in the 

aftermath of the violence. Georgia, Amber, and Simon had 

been made to wait for their parents to be called and for the 

proper punishment to be administered. The school’s current 

disciplinary approach did not take into account who had 

started the fight and why—all participants were held equally 

accountable. 

Sitting on the bench outside of the principal’s office, the 

glorious sense of vengeance Georgia had been feeling melted 

away into tremendous anxiety. I am sitting outside the princi-

pal’s office. I hurt someone, Georgia thought. I am a bad kid. I 

am the bad kid.

One major consolation was that she and Amber got to sit 

on the bench alone together, save the secretary who kept her 

eyes on them. Georgia wasn’t sure why she and Amber weren’t 

separated by the teachers like Simon had been separated from 

them, but she wouldn’t do anything to jeopardize it.

“You know, being suspended isn’t the worst thing,” Amber 
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said, imitating optimism. “My older brother got suspended for 

a week once ‘cause he was shooting spitballs with his friends, 

and he’s in college now.” Amber nodded, satisfied that she had 

put everything into perspective. 

Georgia looked at her friend and wanted to weep. She and 

Amber hadn’t been hurt in the fight, yet this situation felt as 

painful as if they had, if not more so.

“I don’t know why you are friends with me,” Georgia said. 

“I ruin everything for you! For everyone! Maybe I should be 

alone…”

“I want to be your friend!”

“Why?”

“There are only a few people powerful enough to stop recess 

hockey and the graduation dance.”

“I feel like shit that I caused all that,” Georgia said, stam-

mering and a bit overwhelmed. “I started the fight. I got hurt 

playing hockey, I dressed like a boy…”

“None of that was your fault!” Amber insisted, a hint of 

exasperation in her tone. “And I like how you dress.” Amber 

put a hand on Georgia’s knee. Georgia smiled and knew that 

she would let her body become disfigured in any horrible way 

if it would protect Amber. “I am always going to stick up for 

you, Georgia. You are my friend. And we’re gonna go to high 

school, and you are gonna join that hockey team, and I’m 
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gonna get better at drawing, and you are gonna dress as hand-

some as you want. Don’t you want to live in that world, make 

that real?”

What her best friend had envisioned for them was glorious. 

A future where Amber watched Georgia get scratched up at 

hockey games. Where they still walked home together over 

the train tracks and Amber told her all about making pottery 

in art class or the gossip from the smoke pit. When they could 

go to prom together—Amber in a colourful dress and Geor-

gia in a suit with short hair—and no one would harass them. 

A future without boys like Simon Lalonde making them feel 

frightened, angry, and overwhelmed.

Georgia took Amber’s hand and held on tightly, as if easing 

up would also mean letting go of that future. People walked 

by, printer machines buzzed, and Georgia never loosened her 

grip.
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Back Road Bonanza
Neall Calvert

when summer dust sings my car down 
Texas Creek Road where parched Coast Range 
ranches hang high above a winding river
and a sign says WARNING: Road Not Maintained 
Beyond This Point;

when hot dogs sizzle on my camp stove in 
forty-degree heat; two stock-still horses snub
the scenery as rough two-wheel track waits 
with dust-soaked patience, waits under 
rising spires of sapphire air crying out—

In this church with no walls, cathedral of silence,
take Holy Communion, receive your sacraments

—then twenty years of travelling, seeking 
loneliness-melting solitude, stillness bigger 
than worry, the bliss of sun-drenched smiling 
moments, dissolve;

then—at-once ascending like an osprey 
and touching down—I claim an earth-
sky El Dorado.
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Solstice Ceremony
Neall Calvert

roadtrip: black brother bruin appearing / disap-
pearing back into spring-green understory (twice), 
my bottom-scraping Camry too low for mountain 
back roads stopping me to celebrate untamed
stillness, cedar smells;

campsite: bird-singing ringing, brighter than church 
bells, till dusk: “sated in (exuberant) birdsong”—
hundreds of days passing before these lovely words 
re-emerge: “sated in birdsong” (have you, in quiet 
forests, heard Swainson’s thrush trilling, thrilling?)

evening: firewood years in the trunk singing itself
down to embers transforming old identities too; 

night: facing out-of-nowhere terror sleeping wild; 
praying as if morning won’t come unless I do (it did);

6 a.m.: shortest night long over, driving to town
for un-natural breakfast: why not—vacationing
from judging-mind too; return trip, a light-filled, 
visionary voice suddenly proclaiming:
 “You’re a very good poet: get ready
 for a very good poetic summer.” 
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outcome: late-life career shift seemed centuries, 
not years, arriving: liberated at last to live a creative, 
connected, contributory path—feet on this earth; 
freely announcing to tall conifers, second nightfall 
(after decades of seeking): “This is it and I’m satisfied.”
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Raining Glory
Neall Calvert

Rain spattering 
        the tin trailer roof overhead
                falls on my soul,
                        taps on my door, says May I

drop in on you,
        get to know you?
                Wet you with transparent wisdom?
                        Wash something clear? 

Before I knocked, I journeyed
        that heaven you thirst after
                in the eyes of strangers.
                        Bloom the desert spaces
                                of your mind 
                                        —in me.
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Untitled Poem (1)
Don Alexander

wraith moon
hanging by a silver thread
a single earring
its iridescence muted—
arcing pendant
in a sea of sadness.

to its port
a star
enveloped in darkness,
tiny and fulminating.
its light-arrows
prick my heart, &
send me headlong
    (in)to
 sleep.
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Untitled Poem (2)
Don Alexander

cold, distant,
motherly,
self-sufficient.

I left an offering for the gods
by the porch-light window
and watched to see the crows
     spirit it away.

she wanted a definite answer—
     “yes” or “no.”

how can she love
     this broken man?
I am a child 
    on the floor, with
           pieces of the puzzle
              scattered all about.
I don’t know what I want yet,
nor even what I can give.

  forever is too long;
infinity can only
be lived
  one day at a time.
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One Day
Mary Lloyd

one day
firm and heavy in my fingers
i will tip this metal heart
suspended over shimmering water
watch
as exquisite gray ribbons drift
towards depths as briny as the tears
sliding silently splashing softly

the still wind carries this breath
smoky with memories
your ashes gather on the rippling surface

spiraling

 gently

  into cerulean currents

you disappear
slow eddies pull dusty fingers away
dispersing to places i have never gone
wherever i am
waves rising coolly around my ankles
i feel you
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one day
i will do this
but for now
that heart sits beside your teddy bear
in our home
where you belong
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Poetry Lives
Mary Ann Moore

in the hand of the poet taking flight as he tells us about  
his father; a harsh and gorgeous reckoning. 
…when you see your father dance with wings 
when you are just a child, you know something.

The poet tells me—“gorgeous”—as I read my poem about 
the woman from my childhood who couldn’t speak, Jean, 
who gave birth to an albino baby, dead soon after birth. 
Jean, who taught me to reach under the hen for eggs, 
pointed out the beginnings of apples in the front orchard.

Poetry lives 
in the garden where there has been no rain for 45 days. 
Rose of Sharon blooming anyway. The robin, loudly  
protective of her young having left the nest, learning to fall 
and to fly.

I want the poet and my father to have met before they died. 
To talk about early days as a First Aid man in B.C and  
the railroad, the ONR. One revealing so much and the other,  
though a storyteller, so little.
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On my last call to Dad in palliative care, he just wanted to  
go home. His poems were birdhouses atop a fence opposite  
his house. He loved the hummingbirds  hovering at the feeder  
on his porch with its vista of the Okanagan.

At the side of the hill, on the well-worn path through 
alders, in the garden where the hydrangeas, 
in their heaviness, touch the earth, poetry lives.

*Note: The italicized lines are from the poem, “Dance of the Wings”
 by Patrick Lane.
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Ghosts
Klaus Gellrich

Deep greens saturate dense rainforest 
Filigree ferns fill in beneath giants
 Light beams scarcely through thick crowns.

Moss dangles in extended strands 
Branches stretch out like limbs
 Knitted fabric covers their knots.

Faces appear with noses and lips 
Mysterious eyes watch upon us
 Shadowy figures play in the distance.

Fuzzy images link to virtual reality 
Blurred ladies float beyond patches of mist
 Airy souls soar spooky towards our path.

Fear and horror creep slowly nearby 
Cryptic games absorb the hiking mind
 Phantoms accompany our stumble.

Hustling away to the trailhead 
Finishing up the dreadful voyage
 Ghosts of the past linger at the rear.

Spirit and genius emerge on the edge 
Psyche and underworld affect innocent life
 Dance and death alter human existence.
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Jesse’s Girls
Lise Dahl

Jesse told me again and again to keep Bijoux close and to 

use her leash. He said there was a family of river otters 

in the park and they would grab a little dog and drown 

it. He’d seen it happen before to a Corgi named Buttons that 

he knew in Port Alice. Jesse never says much about where he’s 

from, but  he’ll tell you all about the places he’s been. I figure 

Jesse came from Port Alice because he mentions that place a 

lot and he must have learned all about living outdoors some-

where. I’ve never been that far up Island myself. For a while, 

my mom and I were living in a place up by Tahsis, and that’s 

probably the furthest north I’ve been on the Island. Tahsis was 

really nice. I don’t remember why we had to leave.

“Just try to look like a regular citizen,” Jesse always says. 

In the park, he’d done a good job of camouflaging the tent, 

unlike some of the other ad hoc campsites there that were 

regularly spotted and dismantled by the Parks  employees. We 

were in the same spot for a month and nobody ever found our 

camp. It was a pretty good spot—an easy walk into the main 

townsite, to Tim Horton’s, and the Outreach Centre. I’d gone 
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into town twice with Bijoux to panhandle. I took her with 

me because there would always be some person who felt bad 

about the little dog and would give me some dog food. Apart 

from that, I didn’t feel like I should use Bijoux to get people to 

give me money, but figured it’s not exploitation if it’s for her 

own upkeep. I kept her tucked close into my jacket, though, 

because I thought someone might try to steal her from me. 

She weighed next to nothing and could disappear into my coat 

in a second. Dog? What dog?

I got Bijoux two years ago when I was still living with my 

mom, Maeve, whom Jesse calls “the Duchess of Artifice.” I 

decided I wanted a dog and put an ad on Craigslist. After a 

few months, I forgot about the ad—until one day a woman 

suddenly started texting me about how she needed to find 

a home for Bijoux immediately—that day. She gave me her 

address and I took the SkyTrain over to a fancy hi- rise pent-

house in Yaletown. The woman couldn’t get rid of the dog 

fast enough. She gave me all of her stuff, too: a carrier, a fancy 

dog purse, sweaters, sparkly collars, dishes, shampoo, food, 

and Bijoux’s records of immunization and the receipt for her 

purchase. Four thousand dollars’ worth of dog and dog para-

phernalia. Turns out that Bijoux had a big issue with pooping 

in the apartment and the woman’s toddler kept picking it 
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up. The nanny didn’t like the dog and said it tried to bite her. 

Bijoux never got to go outside and was supposed to do all 

her business on a three-foot square piece of AstroTurf on the 

twenty-fourth floor balcony. The toddler chased her constantly 

and pulled her tail while I was standing in their entryway. She 

and I couldn’t get out of there fast enough.

The Duchess adored Bijoux. Bijoux fitted in with her whole 

aesthetic—the china cups, the chintz curtains, the Victorian 

chaise lounge, the air of indulgence. But the landlord, who 

would come by every month to pick up the Duchess’s oddly 

small rent payment, did not like Bijoux. He demanded we 

get rid of her. The Duchess tried to wheedle, and that bought 

us a couple of months, but then Mrs. Potvin from two doors 

down saw us bring her in and made a huge fuss.  Some years 

ago, she’d had a cat named Dennis that the landlord made her 

rehome because her apartment and the hall began to smell of 

cat piss. “No pets means no pets for anyone,” she told us and 

proceeded to call the landlord’s house twice a day until finally 

he told The Duchess she would have to move if she couldn’t 

find another place for the dog. His wife was driving him crazy 

over it.

By that time, I’d had Bijoux for over four months and loved 

her so much there was no way I would ever give her up.  I 

knew that The Duchess would actually prefer to have her 
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china and chintz to herself and I was tired of being asked to 

“not come home” on this or that day because she was having 

someone over. So I moved into a Vancouver Special, where a 

rotating cast of six to eight young people shared rent. I paid 

my share by helping make buttons and t-shirts for the main 

guy’s Ska band and running the merch table at various gigs. I’d 

visit Value Village twice a day to source vintage clothes for a 

local resale boutique that would sell you a pre-sweated-in tour 

t-shirt for fifty bucks, or a seventy-year-old mink stole with 

a moth-holed backing for a hundred. They were really good 

about paying cash to sellers, though, and hardly ever refused 

to buy what I found for more than three times what I’d paid. 

Bijoux came with me on all my trips, hiding in my coat or 

riding in her fancy dog purse. We’d go over to the Duchess’s 

for tea on Sundays.

The Duchess had her own shop, called Tiaras and Tulle, 

which also sold vintage clothing, china, and chintz whatnots. 

Most of her inventory came from estate sales—dead women’s 

shoes with impossibly pointy toes, crinolines, and vintage 

jewellery. She taught me to recognize quality and condition, 

how to repair hems and replace buttons, how to get that 

mothball smell out of clothes that had been stored in trunks 

for decades. When I was a kid, I would sit in the shop after 
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school, drinking mint tea and trying on fifty-year-old founda-

tion garments instead of doing my homework. Every month 

The Duchess would wonder how she’d pay the rent on the 

store and every month, somehow, she found a way to do so. 

When I was thirteen, she gave me a gold Patek Phillipe watch 

that had been hiding at  the bottom of a trunk full of swinging 

Sixties garments—Mary Quant skirts and Pucci trouser sets 

in a ridiculously small Size 2 that ensured they would not sell 

quickly, although they would be priced high.

 “This watch is worth about six thousand dollars,” she told 

me. “Keep it with you always because if you should ever find 

yourself stranded in a bad situation, the watch can be sold at a 

pawnbroker’s. It will never lose its value. It’s like insurance.”

One Thursday afternoon later that year, I came by the 

shop and Jesse was there. He was an impossibly beautiful 

man: as blonde as my mother and I were dark, his hair a 

mass of golden ringlets that might look feminine on a man 

with weaker features, with a crooked grin and broad shoul-

ders. When I got closer, I could see the lines around his eyes 

and bracketing his mouth, but they only made him more 

handsome. 

“Siobhan, you little dickens, my God, you’ve grown up,” he 

burst out. 
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“Nobody calls her Siobhan, Jesse. She goes by Min now,” my 

mother said. Sometime in my toddler years, my mother had 

taken to calling me her Mini-Me, which became Min, and 

stuck. 

“I like it,” he said. “Everyone should have a road name; real 

names should be our closest secrets. I can see why you called 

her Mini-Me, she’s Black Irish as sure as you are yourself.” 

Jesse didn’t stick around long; he said he was off on a trip 

somewhere, but he came out to eat Indian food with us that 

night and kept us spellbound with stories about visiting 

Prague and Athens, working on a crab-fishing boat in Alaska, 

going to Thailand and ending up lost in Cambodia, about 

meeting Lou Reed in NYC. I was smitten. 

“How did you meet him? Was he your boyfriend? Does he 

have kids of his own?” 

My mom just shook her head. “Jesse is Jesse. Maybe all of 

his stories are true or maybe they’re not. He turns up once 

in a while and disappears as suddenly as he arrives. Once I 

was walking down the street with him and he just jumped 

into a passing car. I didn’t see him again for almost a year. He 

claimed he’d been working as a cowboy somewhere south of 

Calgary.”

After I’d been living in the Vancouver Special for about six 
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months, things started to sour. There was infighting amongst 

the bandmates, the button-making machine disappeared, 

someone stole someone else’s Xbox, and there was an unmis-

takable odour of rotten eggs coming from the basement—

which was padlocked and had tin foil over the windows. 

People were on edge; some moved out without paying rent, 

while other sketchy-looking people moved in. It was time for 

Bijoux and me to move on. We went by my mother’s place 

and asked if we could crash there for a couple of weeks. It was 

crowded because my mother had hired a Vietnamese seam-

stress and she’d taken over my old room. The Victorian chaise 

was not a comfortable bed. And, of course, we had to keep 

Bijoux hidden at all times.

Jesse showed up after I’d been there a week or so. We all 

went out for tacos, and he told us how he’d been touring the 

country selling honey at Farmers’ Markets all across Canada. 

When he found out that I was “between housing arrange-

ments” he invited me to come with him to Montreal in a half-

ton truck loaded with crates of Vancouver Island honey. He 

assured The Duchess that I’d be in safe hands, and I was eager 

to see what ‘Out East’ looked like. So the next Monday Bijoux 

and I climbed into the cab of an old Ford 150 with my sleeping 

bag and backpack. 

For the next month or so, we drove through rural Quebec, 
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trying to sell Vancouver Island honey to people who had their 

own local Quebec honey. We slept sitting up in the cab of 

the truck, where Jesse would tell me about learning to make 

a lean-to in Port Alice, about the time he cut his leg with 

a chainsaw, about eating salmon he’d pulled from a stream 

using only his hands. We made tea on a small camp stove and 

sweetened it liberally with honey from the crates in the back. 

We eventually headed back West, stopping for two weeks in 

Winnipeg, which was where Jesse first disappeared on me. 

One morning I woke up and he was just gone, along with 

the keys to the truck. He’d left me a half dozen cans of Chunky 

soup and instructions on how to start the stove. We were 

parked on a side road near Beausejour, in a copse of trees that 

hid the truck from passers-by. There was tea, a bag of dog 

food, and 10 bottles of water in the back. I texted my mother, 

frantic. “He’ll be back,” she said. “But if you’re scared, I can 

wire you money and you can come back by train.” I decided to 

hang on, and sure enough, less than two days later, Jesse came 

back with a new sleeping bag for himself and a pair of Doc 

Martens for me. No apologies, no explanations.

Most of the time, Jesse was full of stories: how he’d imported 

priceless artifacts from Thailand before the restrictions on 

importing large pieces had taken effect in the ’80s, how he’d 
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ridden a barge up the Western Coast of India, how he’d seen 

The Clash play in London. When he told these stories his eyes 

glittered, and his face creased with joy. But I soon noticed that 

at intervals he’d become taciturn, preoccupied with some-

thing, and then I knew he would be disappearing again for a 

day or two, returning with fresh supplies and practical gifts. 

He would pick up exactly where we’d left off, and we’d carry 

on our journey, sometimes sleeping in the truck, other times 

taking a double room in a roadside motel. Bijoux adapted to 

every change cheerfully, but when Jesse fell quiet Bijoux would 

sense the tension in him and cling only to me. She would greet 

Jesse on his return with total unabandoned joy, licking his face 

and dancing in circles, glad to have him back in both body and 

spirit.

In late July, still toting more than half of our original load 

of honey, we stopped at a ranch outside of Calgary. I waited 

in the truck as Jesse went to the main house and watched as 

a beautiful redhead came out onto the porch and threw her 

arms around Jesse’s neck. We ate dinner there and I slept the 

night alone in a small cabin on the property. 

Kat, the redhead, shook her head ruefully when Jesse was 

gone the next day. She took me out riding on a horse named 

Benny, the first time I’d ever been on horseback. Two days 
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later, he was back, the honey was gone, and there was a 

camper cap on the back of the truck, a foam mattress in the 

back. We left an hour later.

Jesse tried to drop me off in Vancouver. He said four months 

was enough of a road trip education, that it was time for me 

to return to city life and make my own memories. But the city 

seemed so oppressive and the idea of being in one place for a 

long time seemed unbearable. I refused to get out of the truck, 

so we just drove through the city and got on the ferry. We 

headed to Victoria, then up to Sooke and Port Renfrew. Jesse 

told me he’d once taken care of a string of goats in the forest 

near Sooke but when we got there, the forest had been turned 

into a subdivision and when we went to Sombreo Beach, 

Mystic Beach, China Beach, they were teeming with people 

playing frisbee and body surfing. Jesse got more silent than I’d 

ever seen him, and I knew he’d be disappearing for a while. 

This  time he was gone for six days—longer than he’d ever 

been gone before—and he came back with a better tent, a 

new Arcteryx jacket for me, fresh socks for both of us, and 

some raw meat food for Bijoux. But he didn’t bounce back 

so quickly with his stories this time and we headed up Island 

in uncomfortable silence. In Nanaimo, Jesse sold the truck, 

saying we could get a better one eventually.
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 In September we moved into the park in Nanaimo. Jesse 

started leaving camp in the morning and only returning as 

the sun began to set. He had more and more instructions for 

me: how to use the rocket stove, how to make a fire with damp 

wood, how to avoid the park police, how to blend in with the 

civilians (have a nice clean jacket, good boots, tidy hair), how 

to deal with the drug users who had messy, obvious camps in 

the park (don’t talk to them, make sure they don’t follow you 

to your campsite). He stopped bringing supplies and stopped 

telling so many stories. He spoke a lot more about  Port Alice, 

about how big the trees there used to be, about how you could 

walk into the bush and see nobody for days. I would go into 

town and charge my phone in the library, text my mother, and 

panhandle for supplies. 

The Duchess started to get more insistent that I should 

come home. She said the seamstress had moved out, that I 

could have my room back. We could bribe Mrs. Potvin to not 

complain about Bijoux. She told me to release myself from 

Jesse’s spell, to come back to the city and go to college.

After Jesse had been gone from our illegal campsite for 

thirteen days without word, I woke up at six a.m. to the 

sounds of insistent angry barking. Bijoux had managed to 

wriggle out of the tent and head into the forest. I called her 

again and again, beginning to panic. She had never run off 
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before. I stumbled through the underbrush and found her 

standing on an outcrop near a shallow pool, her fur standing 

on end as she faced a young otter. In all the time I’d been in 

the park, I’d never seen these otters Jesse had warned me about 

and was starting to think it was just another story. But here 

was my five-pound dog, face-to-face with thirty pounds of 

muscle with teeth at one end and a tail at the other. I screamed 

“BEEEJOOOOOO,” and jumped down the bank, sliding on 

my ass to the bottom. It was enough to distract the otter, who 

turned and jumped into the water as I scooped up Bijoux and 

cried, shaking and wet. And yet we were here, both still alive, 

and that was when I made up my mind about where I’d go 

next.

I took the watch to the pawnbroker that afternoon. I had 

to wait three days for them to check that it wasn’t stolen, 

so I panhandled enough money to feed myself for a few 

days, grabbed some sandwiches from the Outreach van and 

returned to camp to wait. 

On Friday I went to the broker and picked up a cheque for 

twelve thousand dollars. I knew from my Internet research 

that the amount was a third of what it was worth, but I took 

the cheque, then waited another week for it to clear and be 

credited to my account. Jesse never returned. I bought a used 

Toyota truck with a proper camper, a case of Bijoux’s favourite 
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dog food, and a new backpack. I checked into a hotel, had a 

shower, made sure I looked like a civilian and then I began the 

drive up to Port Alice.
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Old Arbutus
Richard Stevenson

The top branches were black with blight.
Denuded of leaves, but for the odd branch
that managed to elbow aside its maple neighbour.
 
The whole tree had grown from the nurse trunk
of an earlier sacrifice; why not this one?
And so the arborist started to saw….

So a long arm ending in a swollen hand
and three finger trunks remain—as if
holding an invisible globe up to the light.
 
An opportunistic strand of ivy hangs
from the palm of the hand. Arbutus
so hard to carve. You think maybe
 
you could pay an artist to make
the anthropomorphic metaphor real… 
Put a shiny silver ball at its fingertips.



Daydreaming by Kate Bridger
Fabric collage and freemotion stitching
12x12 in
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Contributors
DON ALEXANDER (he/him/his) is recently retired from 
Vancouver Island University where he taught Geography and 
Community Planning for eighteen years. He has been writing 
poetry on and off since his teens. He is very passionate about 
the climate crisis and the accelerating collapse of biodiversity 
and believes public institutions should take more responsible 
action to address these issues.

JESS H. BREWER (he/him/his) retired in 2011 from a grat-
ifying career as a Physics professor at UBC and a researcher at 
TRIUMF (where he helped develop a new experimental tech-
nique which led to over 400 publications in scientific journals) 
in order to pursue his original dream: to write science fiction.

KATE BRIDGER was born in the UK and moved to Canada 
with her family in the late 1960s. She studied landscape archi-
tecture (University of Toronto), and later worked in publishing 
as an art director. Thirty+ years ago, Kate began stitching her 
way into craft shows and, soon after, galleries and exhibitions. 
Kate has won awards for her meticulously detailed renderings. 
She lived in Nelson, BC, for 25 years, published four books, 
raised two sons and owned a downtown gallery. In 2019, Kate 
moved to Comox, BC, where she is getting acquainted with 
her new and inspiring environment and incorporating it into 
her work.

NEALL CALVERT has 25 years’ experience in journalism, 
book editing, photography and writing. An associate member 
of the League of Canadian Poets, he has had poems published 
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in Vistas of the West (2019) and Worth More Standing: Poets 
and Activists Pay Homage to Trees (2022), and in journals out 
of California, Texas, Florida, Ontario, Alberta, British Colum-
bia, New Zealand and India. Neall moved from Vancouver to 
Campbell River in 2012 to live near the quiet and wildness of 
northern Vancouver Island. He can be found at neallcalvert.
blogspot.com.

LISE DAHL (she/her) has written guest checks, service or-
ders, financial statements, computer code, grant applications, 
philosophy papers, and advertising copy. “Jesse’s Girls” is her 
first published piece of fiction.

KLAUS GELLRICH is a retired German engineer and likes 
to pen down his views, ideas, and emotions. English is not the 
language he grew up with. Living 24 years in Canada didn’t 
make him an expert in “Standard English.” He filled a small 
booklet with poetry and wrote a creative non-fiction novel.

CLAIRE GORDON is a chainsaw-wielding poet located on 
Vancouver Island. She works in the backcountry of Strathcona 
and Cape Scott Provincial Parks. Her written work has ap-
peared in Canadian Yogi, The Navigator, and Portal Magazine. 

MILES HAYES (he/him/his) is a writer from Nanaimo, BC. 
In 2019 his one-act play, Public Intoxication, was produced by 
Western Edge Theatre. His poem “We Southenders” appeared 
in the 2020 issue of Portal Magazine.

LINDA HENNINGSON has developed a consistent and 
committed painting practice since graduating from Emily 
Carr University of Art and Design in 2006 where she received 

http://neallcalvert.blogspot.com
http://neallcalvert.blogspot.com
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the Canada Millennium Award of Excellence (2004). Her 
paintings have sold at the Toronto International Art Fair, New 
York City’s Affordable Art Fair, and galleries in Vancouver and 
Toronto. Home and Garden’s Income Property and CTV’s The 
Marilyn Denis Show (Toronto) purchased paintings for their 
television stage sets.

MARY LLOYD  lives with her family on Vancouver Island 
on the traditional and unceded territory of the Snuneymuxw 
First Nation. She writes poetry to remember those we have 
lost and honour the memories that live with us.

DIANE MASSAM (she/her) has recently returned to her 
hometown, Victoria, after many years away. Her poetry ex-
plores themes of memory, transition, and loss. She was the 
2021 winner of the BC Federation of Writers Poetry Contest 
and has published in Island Writer and Sad Girls Club. Diane 
is also a linguist with publications on grammatical theory and 
Polynesian languages.

JANIS MCDOUGALL is a grandmother living in Tofino, 
on the unceded traditional territory of the Tla-o-qui-aht First 
Nation. Her writing has been published in local newspapers/
magazines (The Sound, The Westerly, and Tofino Time); in 
We’Moon datebooks; and in local anthologies (Salt in Our 
Blood, Crowlogue, Writing the West Coast, and Worth More 
Standing).

GARRY MCKEVITT presently lives on Protection Island in 
Nanaimo. Previously, he lived in Victoria where he received a 
degree in Creative writing (UVic) and subsequently worked in 
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the University’s Division of Distant Education. He has pub-
lished a collection of short stories entitled Dead Reckoning, 
as well as poetry in various publications. He edited Love and 
Pomegranates: An Anthology of Short Fiction (2000) with the 
poet Rona Murray, for Sono Nis Press.

LIDICE MEGLA came to Canada from Cuba twenty years 
ago, and has been calling this beautiful land home ever since. 
She has been writing poetry in her mother tongue since early 
childhood, and has several poetry books published. Her first 
book in English, The Third Road: Winterly Poems from a Cu-
ban in Nanaimo, was published in 2022.

KATARINA MEGLIČ likes to imagine impossible things, 
and then set them to paper in words and paint. She is fasci-
nated by the way stories change when viewed from different 
perspectives, and at the possibilities that fill uncomfortable 
silences. Katarina currently lives on Denman Island, BC.

MARY ANN MOORE (she/her) is a poet, writer and writ-
ing mentor who lives on the traditional lands of the Snuney-
muxw First Nation in Nanaimo. Her poetry has been pub-
lished in various anthologies, chapbooks and literary journals, 
as well in a full-length collection, Fishing for Mermaids (Leaf 
Press).  Moore leads women’s writing circles called Writing 
Life as well as poetry circles in the community. Two writing 
resources she has written are Writing to Map Your Spiritual 
Journey (IAJW) and Writing Home: A Whole Life Practice (Fly-
ing Mermaids Studio). She writes a blog at apoetsnanaimo.ca.

ALLIE PICKETTS (she/her) is a musician, writer, parent, 

http://apoetsnanaimo.ca
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editor, teacher, and lover of nature. She was born and raised 
on the unceded lands of the xwmәθkwәỷәm (Musqueam), 
scәẁaθәn (Tsawwassen), and other Coast Salish Peoples, 
and is thankful to live within the traditional territory of the 
T’Sou-ke Nation. Her poems have been shared by Sea & Cedar 
Magazine, Loud Coffee Press, Poetry Pause by the League of 
Canadian Poets, and the Sooke Writers’ Collective. She can be 
found at www.alliepickettswrites.com.

RICHARD STEVENSON is a recently retired English/ 
Creative Writing teacher.  He taught at Lethbridge College for 
30 years and has published 30 books—mostly adult free verse, 
poetry for middle grade kids, haikai poetry, and jazz poetry, 
but also including a middle grade ghost story novel and a 
memoir. He is finally home again on his beloved Vancouver 
Island.

http://www.alliepickettswrites.com
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